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Oswald is arrested inside the Texas Theatre and according to Sergeant Gerald Hill
Oswald demands a lawyer and complains about police brutality (page 22).



Frank Underwood is inside the same elevator Oswald is going up to the third floor
with. Oswald tells him he did not kill anybody (page 23).



Gerald Hill who is being interviewed twice shortly after Oswald’s arrest and drop
off on the third floor states Oswald’s name in both instances. There is no mention
of the Hidell name (page 24).



Before Oswald is talked to by Rose and Stovall he is frisked by Charles Truman
Walker, who was present during his arrest at the Texas Theatre and is part of the
group of policemen dropping Oswald off on the third floor of City Hall. He does
not find anything in his pockets (page 25). Yet before Oswald’s first line-up with
Helen Markham detectives Sims and Boyd find 5 bullets and a bus ticket in his
pockets almost 2.5 hours later (page 83).



Kent Biffle destroys the roll call(s) scenario from Roy Truly from a timing
perspective (pages 29-30).



While Oswald is being talked to by detectives Gus Rose and Richard Stovall it
emerges that both detectives contradict themselves during their Warren
Commission testimony when it comes to whether Oswald used the Hidell or
Oswald name by way of identification (pages 27-28).



In the past few decades detective Jim Leavelle has positioned himself as the
person who interrogated Oswald before Captain Will Fritz did, whereas the
statements by him during his Warren Commission testimony and his own written
statement contradict this (pages 30-34).



Detective Joe Cody inserts himself as well as the person who talked to L.H.O.
before Will Fritz interrogated him. This is only backed up by him and no
documentation (pages 34-36).



Lt. T.L. Baker confirms it was Rose and Stovall who had a chat with Oswald before
he was interrogated by Will Fritz (page 37).



Before Will Fritz returns to City Hall from the T.S.B.D. he makes a detour via Sheriff
Bill Decker’s office. Nothing is known about what was discussed between the two
(page 38).



Will Fritz did not audio record the interviews and could have borrowed
equipment to do so, nor used a stenographer, during the first interrogation
James Hosty is the only person who took notes. Fritz’s handwritten notes are not
contemporary.



During Will Fritz’s first interrogation, according to his handwritten notes, Oswald
clearly stated where he was at the time of the shooting. “Out with Bill Shelley, in

front.” (page 40). A handwritten document by F.B.I. agent James Hosty states
“Then went outside to watch P. Parade” (page 54).


This very same document by Hosty states that Oswald got his coke for his lunch.
And this is repeated in the typed up joint Hosty-Bookhout report (page 65).



F.B.I. agent James Bookhout changes this narrative in his solo report from Nov.
24th to an encounter inside the second floor lunch room (page 66).



After Oswald’s first interrogation with Will Fritz, he is being questioned by Forrest
Sorrels of the Secret Service. Oswald thinks he is a lawyer and once known to him
that he is S.S. he wonders whether Sorrels is supposed to get him an attorney
(page 69).



There are plenty of indicators that the line-ups were not as impartial as they
should have been (pages 84-85).



The first line-up with Helen Markham is nothing short of a drama as she needs to
be sedated beforehand (page 93).



Helen Markham during her W.C. testimony denied no less than six times
recognising Lee Oswald as Tippit’s killer (pages 86-88).



Marrion Baker overhears Oswald shouting ‘I want a lawyer’ during the second
interrogation (page 95)



Roger Craig sees and reports that Oswald left around 12:42 from the T.S.B.D.
running down the hill in front of the T.S.B.D. and confronts him later on in the
office of Will Fritz (pages 96 - 106).



During the second line-up Cecil McWatters has difficulty picking Lee Oswald out
as the man who was on his bus (page 104).



Sam Guinyard and Ted Callaway who work not far away from the location where
Tippit was shot, contradict each other during their W.C. testimonies (pages 109112).



Ted Callaway also mentions a second person involved in the shooting, and
according to Domingo Benavides he asked him what happened and which
direction the killer had gone.



Galloway’s and Guinyard’s statements are taken before the line-up. The two men’s
handwritten statements are taken and the No. 2 ID is added on the typed
statement after (page 108).



The biggest absentee from this group of men is Domingo Benavides, he was
closest to the Tippit killing and must have been able to identify Tippit’s killer. The
D.P.D. does not get a statement from him nor is he asked to identify the killer
during the line-up(s) and he only appears in front of the W.C. in March 1964 (page
113).



At about 19:10 hrs Oswald is arraigned for the murder of officer Tippit by Justice
of the Peace David Johnston. There are several detectives present, plus Captain
Fritz and Chief of Police Jesse Curry. Their remembrance as to what exactly
happened is hazy to say the least (pages 114-116).



Shortly after the arraignment Oswald is being filmed complaining of not having
legal representation present during this hearing and again denies having shot
anyone (page 117).



Oswald’s second line-up for the Davis sisters has the Dallas Police put two blonds
in the lineup along with Oswald and Ables (page 118-121).



After the line-up Oswald appears in the corridor again and asks for legal
representation, and also mentions that he did not shoot anyone and that people
keep asking him that. At the end of that very short walk back into Fritz’s office he
exclaims to be a patsy (pages 122-123).



Shortly after Henry Wade arrives at City Hall and is surprised to see Jim Allen
inside Will Fritz’s Robbery & Homicide office. Allen is a former assistant D.A. and at
that time a private citizen yet is a close friend of Fritz (pages 123-124).



Buell Frazier is brought in the evening and interrogated. There is a report by
Frazier that Will Fritz brought in a statement for him to sign that made him an
accomplice to Oswald’s killing of J.F.K. to which Frazier refused to go along with.
Fritz raised his hand following that, after which Frazier promised him a hell of a
fight. Later on that evening Frazier is subjected to a polygraph test, the results of
this test have diappeared (pages 126-128).



In the evening Oswald has his fingerprints and palmprints taken, but the Dallas
police also takes paraffin tests of his hands and his right cheek to determine
whether he fired a weapon. W.E. ‘Pete’ Barnes had not applied this test to a
suspect’s face ever before. Nor would it not have made one iota of difference in
determining whether Oswald had fired a rifle that day and the tests itself can be
questioned for the fact that Oswald’s finger prints were taken before the paraffin
tests (pages 129-137).



Assistant D.A. Bill Alexander, along with Jim Allen, wants to charge Oswald with
J.F.K.’s murder as part of an international communist conspiracy. Higher ups
make him retract this (pages 138-143).



Howard Brennan appears at City Hall to view a line-up and fails to I.D. Oswald as
the sixth floor shooter (pages 144-152).



F.B.I. agent Manning Clemments interrogates Oswald on his physical description
and background information (pages 153-158).



Detective John Adamcik (who speaks a little Russian) interrogates Oswald before
Oswald makes his appearance at the press conference (pages 159-160).



Greg Olds and a few of his A.C.L.U. colleagues arrive at City Hall late in the evening
to ascertain whether Oswald is having any legal representation, they are given
the run around by some of Fritz’s people (pages 162-169).



In the very early morning of Nov. 23rd Oswald stands in front of the press
exclaiming having no idea what the whole situation is about and asks a few times
for legal representation in the very short time he is actually allowed to talk (pages
174-179).



After the press conference Oswald is taken to jail and Henry Wade talks to the
press. During this Wade makes mention of a fictitious cab driver by the name
Daryl Click. More importantly Wade has to admit that while the papers have been

signed to accuse Oswald of killing J.F.K. at least an hour before Oswald is yet to
find out. There are strong indicators this was never done (pages 181-183 and 186223).


Oswald has finger prints and his mug shot taken after the press conference, he
also has to hand over his shirt which is taken in by the F.B.I. and flown to
Washington shortly after (pages 184-185).



Besides Oswald’s bus ride a cab ride is inserted in Fritz’s interrogation notes from
the first interrogation on the 23rd, but also the Domino Room situation with
junior and one other Negro gets a mention. Fritz barely investigates this, as this
would provide Oswald an alibi for the time period after 12:00 whereas J. E. Hoover
wants a follow up handled promptly (pages 204-207).



James Bookhout’s, Thomas Kelley’s reports and Fritz’s notes make a first mention
of John Abt during the Saturday morning interrogation (pages 206, 210 and 213).



During this very same interrogation the Hidell name pops up for the first time
according to the reports by Fritz, Kelley and Bookhout and the W.C. Commission
testimony of Forest Sorrels (pages 208, 210, 213, 215 and 217).



Inspector Thomas J Kelley of the Secret Service writes in his report of that
interrogation that he asked him ‘if he viewed the parade and he said he had not’
this cannot be corroborated by Fritz’s or Bookhout’s notes at all (pages 209-214).



Joe Molina, of the accounting department of the T.S.B.D., arrives at the D.P.D.
after a visit by some heavy weights in the middle of night who searched through
his house for a few hours and come up with nothing of significance. He is being
kept at the D.P.D. for roughly 7 hours and loses his job about one month later as
Chief Curry names him to the press as a subversive person (pages 218-223).



Harold McDervid, a Chicago lawyer, has offered council to Oswald via telegram
after trying via the phone before. His messages are filed away never to reach
Oswald (pages 224-225).



Marina and Marguerite Oswald get to see Lee for about half an hour.



Oswald is interrogated again for a brief period mainly to ascertain where his
belongings are and what his place(s) of residence are (page 226).



Oswald could not call anyone until Nov 23rd at 13:40 almost 24 hours after his
arrest. This is his first attempt at calling John Abt (page 229).



Oswald’s line-up in front of William Whaley and William Scoggins. This time he is
accompanied by three fellow prisoners, of which one is of Mexican heritage.
During the transfer to the line-up Oswald is heard bitterly complaining about the
difference in appearance by just wearing a t-shirt to anyone who can hear it (231233).



William Whaley identifies the wrong man (No. 2) as the killer of Tippit. Oswald was
No. 3, and Whaley needed to correct himself during his W.C. testimony. Whaley
also admitted signing a statement before he was taken to the line-up and again
had to correct himself. Nor did he read the statement before signing it. Whaley’s
W.C. testimony with regards to what Oswald was wearing is enough to disqualify
him as a reliable witness. (pages 233-242).



William Scoggins had seen a picture of Oswald in the paper on the morning of the
23r and he described the assailant going west before the murder, this would
exclude Oswald being the killer as Helen Markham said the assailant was travelling
east (pages 242-246).



Robert Oswald gets to visit his brother Lee for about ten minutes after a four
hour wait, during the conversation they have Lee tells his brother to not form
any opinion on the so- called evidence (pages 248-253).



Lee Oswald makes another call, one of which to Ruth Pain who is anything but
helpful. Nobody knows at that time where his wife, Marina, is (pages 254-260).



H. Louis Nichols visits Oswald in jail to enquire about whether Oswald has legal
representation (pages 261-265).



Oswald can be heard during a transfer towards Fritz’s office demanding hygienic
rights (page 266).



During the interrogation following the transfer the back yard photos are
introduced to Oswald. He denies it is him in the photographs (pages 267-271).



After this interrogation Oswald is led down the corridor again and is captured
saying he “emphatically denies these charges” (page 271).



Shortly after that Will Fritz appears in front of the reporters and declares Oswald
being the killer of The President without going into evidence (pages 272-273).



In the evening of Nov. 23rd when Oswald comes out of the jail elevator room
Marrion Baker happens to stand very near the entrance. Upon spotting Oswald he
ducks away (page 273).



After returning to his cell Oswald makes another phone call which happens to last
30 minutes (page 276).



An alleged Raleigh call to/from Oswald to John Hurt never happened (pages 277279).



On Sunday morning Oswald is interrogated one last time. Postal Inspector Harry
Dean Holmes is a new addition to the group of people interrogating him, his
report and W.C. testimony of that particular interrogation nullifies the second
floor lunch room encounter (pages 281-302).



Following this interrogation Oswald is transferred and subsequently shot and
killed by Jack Ruby (pages 303-307).



After Oswald’s killing a piece of paper with phone numbers is found on him. One
of these numbers has not been in use since 1956 (page 309).



By having a close look at Fritz’s report after time stamping the daily reports and
statements it has become abundantly clear that Will Fritz twisted things round,
not in favour of Oswald’s innocence of shooting Tippit and J.F.K., but to ascertain
his guilt (pages 310-324).
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